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Ich	unterrichte	CLIL	– nicht	
Sprachen

Brauchen	CLIL	Lehrende	pädagogisches	Wissen	
zur	Vermittlung	von Fremdsprachen?

Historical	surveys	have	shown	that	
while	varying	and	overlapping	at	the	
level	of	individuals	and	geographic	

regions	at	any	one	time,	the	practice	of	
language	teaching	over	the	centuries	
has	swung	back	and	forth	between	

interventionist	and	non-interventionist	
positions (Long,	2014)



Überblick

§ CLIL ist Sachfachunterricht und nicht
Sprach(en)unterricht! 
§ What the beliefs’ research says.
§ Learning a foreign language: The implicit – explicit divide.
§ Learning academic language (Bildungssprache) as an extra 

challenge.
§ Das CLIL Dilemma 
§ SALT – ein Versuch
§ Weitere Ressourcen
§ Conclusio
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CLIL  teachers’ beliefs on TL teaching

Qualitative studies on target language teaching  in CLIL:

§ mostly immersive, implicit, language bath, input-rich;

§ minimal language teaching intervention; no specific language 

goals,

§ language learning is a by product of content teaching: 
Arocena Egaña, Cenoz, & Gorter, 2015, Bovellan, 2014, Gierlinger, 2016, Hüttner et 
al., 2013, Massler, 2012, McDougald, 2015, Viebrock, 2012, Wegner, 2012.
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CLIL  teachers’ beliefs on TL teaching

§ T2: I just say, okay I’m not your language teacher, I am in this sense, I will 
not check on anyone’s language knowledge in the classical sense, I will tell 
the students that I am not a trained language teacher, and I’ll make, when 
speaking, also my own mistakes, but what’s important is that you keep 
talking, that is absolutely essential, and only through talking you learn 
the language. 

§ T1 “I might ruin something, I’m not someone who thinks he can do 
everything and this (being a language teacher) I can definitely not do”. 
(Gierlinger, 2016)



Content and language: Can you separate the
dancer from the dance?

• There are not two separate objects, language as a system and language as a set 
of texts. The relationship between the two is analogous to that between the 
weather and the climate. ….  The climate is the theory of the weather. (Halliday 
& Matthiessen, 2014)

• Simply exposing learners to rich input, as is possible with some analytic
approaches, e.g. the natural approach, ..., and some forms of immersion
education, even in the context of authentic tasks, is insufficient. (Long, M. H., 
2011)

• Second languages are not learned by osmosis, as decades of research studies in 
one-way immersion contexts have consistently shown (Cammarata, L., & Tedick, 
D. J., 2012).

• Content and language are interconnected as two sides of one coin. Llinares, A. 
(2015)
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Die pädagogische Sichtweise

§ It cannot be assumed that if learners grasped the general 
meaning of what they hear and read, language learning will 
take care of itself. (Lightbown, 2014)

§ Despite CLIL being cast in the role of an important language 
enrichment measure, precise learning goals and 
objectives are largely missing. (Dalton-Puffer, 2011)

§ The problem of integration in CLIL needs to be solved on the 
level of the different pedagogies. What is at issue, then, is the 
need to link up the pedagogies of the different subjects
like mathematics, history or economics with the pedagogy of 
language teaching. (Dalton-Puffer, 2013)
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Bildungssprache
§ Bildungssprache, (Gantefort, 73

§ (dieser) Begriff bezieht sich aus erziehungswissenschaftlich-linguistischer 
Perspektive auf den Zusammenhang zwischen Lernen und Sprache…. 
Unabdingbare Voraussetzung für erfolgreiches Lernen ist demnach eine 
hinreichend differenziert ausgebildete sprachliche Ausdrucks und 
Verstehensfähigkeit als bildungssprachliche Kompetenz deren 
perzeptuell wahrnehmbares Produkt bildungssprachliche Register 
darstellen.

§ Academic language, (Anstrom et al., 2010: 5)
§ AE can be viewed as part of overall English language proficiency which 

also includes more social uses of language both inside and outside the 
school environment. It is referred to variously as a variety of English, as 
a register, or as a style, and is typically used within specific 
sociocultural academic settings. In the broadest sense AE refers to the 
language used in school to help students acquire and use knowledge
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The CLIL dilemma –bridging the gap

• Alltagssprache
• Alltagswissen
• Informal/spoken

• Bildungssprache
• Fachwissen
• Formal/written

EFL

How?
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Language	features	of	formal	– informal	genres
• More	formal
• Vocabulary:	Elaborated,	scholarly,	
academic,	French-Latin
• Single	word	verbs
• Domain	metaphors
• Passive	voice,	
• Full	forms
• Noun	phrases,	nominalisations
• Compound	sentences	with	
conjunctive	adverbs
• Complex	sentences
• Impersonal	pointers

• More	informal
• Vocabulary:	General,	everyday,	
Anglo-Saxon
• Phrasal	verbs
• Everyday	metaphors,	
colloquialisms
• Short	forms
• Short,	active	sentence	
constructions
• Compound	sentences	with	
coordinators
• 1st person	pronouns
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Challenges for academic learning

§ Technical words
§ Academic words
§ General words taking on genre specific register
§ Nominalisation
§ Compound nouns
§ Complex sentences > Linking words; 

Coordinate/subordinate clauses
§ Passive voice
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When a	Ioad is	placed	between	a	cell's terminals,	(then)	a	conductive bridge/// is	formed	
that initiates chemical	reactions within	the	cell.	These	reactions produce electrons in	the	
anode material	and	remove electrons from	the	cathode material.	As	a	result,	a	potential is	
created	across	the	terminals of	the	cell,	and	electrons	from	the	anode	flow	through	the	
Ioad (doing	work	in	the	process)	and	into	the	cathode.	
A	typical	cell maintains about	1.5	V	across	its	terminals and	is	capable of	delivering	a	
specific	amount	of	current that depends on	the	size	and	chemical	makeup of	the	cell.	If
more	voltage or	power is	needed,	a	number	of	cells can	be	added together	in	either	series
or	parallel configurations.	By	adding	cells in	series,	a	larger-voltage battery	can	be	made,	
whereas adding cells in	parallel results in	a	battery	with	a	higher	current-output	capacity.	

Technical	words,	Academic	words;	General	words	taking	
on	genre	specific	register;	Nominalisations;	Compound	
nouns:	Complex	sentences:	Passive	voice
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Keywords

(1)	13245.00	electron
(2)	1463.93	terminal
(3)	1400.53	battery
(4)	618.10	cell
(5)	439.41	chemical
(6)	212.98	whereas
(7)	207.88	react
(8)	190.12	design
(9)	73.90	current
(10)	61.18	apply
(11)	26.65	number
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SALT:	Balance	your	teaching	through	languaging

S
Strategic	
languaging

A
All	language	
practices

L
Multi-modal	
Literacies

T
Topic	relevant	
language
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S
Strategic	
languaging How	can	I	encourage	my	students	to

1. use	negotiation	and	thinking	strategies?
2. use	text	decoding	strategies?
3. use word learning	strategies?	
4. use	strategies	for	language	learning	and	language	use?

Putting principles	into	practice
• Mnemonic	tools;reading	as	psycho-linguistic	guessing	game	;mind-

mapping;	genre	model	writing

Strategic	languaging
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Planning for writing through 
model texts

1. Choose a genre model text 
2. Discuss the purpose of the text.
3. Point out genre-related  register 

in text.
4. Reflect (read-aloud) why you 

find what register helpful and 
apply it to a graphic organiser
(GO).

5. Evaluate a good and a bad 
example.

S
Strategic	
languaging
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Strategic genre focused writing: 
Historical monuments (Troyan, 2013)

1. A title
2. An	introductory	sentence	enticing	

the	reader	to	learn	more	about	the	
landmark,	often	in	the	form	of	a	
construction	using	the	superlative.

3. A series	of	historical	facts.
4. References	to	architectural	detail.
5. A	compelling	reason	and	invitation	to	

visit	the	site.

Alhambra	– top	choice	palace	in	
Granada

The	Alhambra	is	Granada’s	– and	
Europe’s	– love	letter	to	Moorish	
culture,	a	place	where	fountains	
trickle,	leaves	rustle,	and	ancient	
spirits	seem	to	mysteriously	linger.	
Part	palace,	part	fort,	part	World	
Heritage	site,	part	lesson	in	medieval	
architecture,	the	Alhambra	has	long	
enchanted	a	never-ending	line	of	
expectant	visitors.	As	a	historic	
monument,	it	is	unlikely	it	will	ever	be	
surpassed	– at	least	not	in	the	lifetime	
of	anyone	reading	this.
https://www.lonelyplanet.com/spain/

S
Strategic	
languaging
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A
All	

language	
practices

How can I	encourage my students to:

1. exploit their L1	for the benefit of content learning?

2. exploit ALL	languages in	the classroom?

Putting principles	into	practice:
• Bilingual	texts/crosswords/wordlists;	compare	and	
contrast;	cognates;	sandwich technique;	translations,	
etc.

All	language	practices
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CLIL and L1

• Explain the most important points in L1 and carry out 
tasks in L2

• Bilingual mind maps
• Use L2 texts with L1 introduction and/or summary
• Gain information from L2 texts and analyse, discuss, 

evaluate them in L1
• Use language games bilingually, such as crosswords, 

memory, bingo 
• Bilingual, visual support materials
• Create bilingual materials (L1/L2 version in wikipedia).
• Sandwich Technique: L2 > L1> L2 (code-switching)
• The Art of Code-switching
• Google translations 
• Suggestopedia/super learning: parallel texts 19

A
All	

language	
practices
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Multimodal	Literacies

1. How	can	I	encourage	my	learners	to	exploit	different	
literacies	(visual,	embodied,	digital,	and	linguistic)	
for	meaning	making	purposes	in	CLIL?

2. How	can	these	complement	each	other	in	CLIL?

Putting	principles	into	practice:
• Graphic	organizers;	webQuests;	
• miming	games;	using	mobile	devices;	etc.

L
Multi-modal	
Literacies
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T
Topic	

relevant	
language

How	can	I	encourage	my	students	to	learn	and	use:	
1. the	particular	register(s)	of	my	field??
2. keywords and their lexical associations?
3. academic	vocabulary	and	its	formal	written	mode	?

Principles into	practice:
• Internet	corpora;	web-based	dictionaries;	morphology	work,	discourse

organizers,	

Target	language	use
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T
Topic	

relevant	
language

1. Compare	and	contrast
2. Sequence
3.Mind	the	gap
4. Reconstruct
5. Elaborate
6. Transform

TL	- Genre	and	register:	6	steps	to	textual	
heaven	
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Prefix
• un
• super
• im
• re
• hyper
• anti

Root
• believe
• teach
• possibil
• build
• activ
• smok

Suffix
• able
• er
• ity
• able
• ity
• ing

23

Prefix – Suffix	introduction

„Renewable energy?“	
What does

„renewable“mean?

T
Topic	

relevant	
language
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Ressourcen

§ The sourcebook for teaching science

§ Using English for Academic Purposes

§ CLILing me softly

§ Lextutor

§ http://www.isabelperez.com
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CLIL	methodology		books:



A Language-focused Checklist for 
CLIL Projects - 1

q When introducing CLIL have I talked to (in particular) my pupils, their parents, 
colleagues, etc. about the challenges, changes, and consequences of my project?

q Have I identified the main language demands with respect to academic/content-
compatible and technical/content-obligatory language? (Keywords, register, etc.)

q Have I identified the necessary classroom language for planning and carrying out 
tasks, presenting posters, etc?

q What are the receptive and productive language objectives for this project and what 
does this mean for my teaching (instructed language interventions)? In other words, 
what language focused activities will I use and when?

q What language/language strategies  will I use when comprehension/behavioural 
problems occur?
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A Language-focused Checklist for 
CLIL Projects - 2
q Do my students have dictionary skills and can I use web-based dictionary 

resources?
q How can I use students' mother tongues as a communication and learning 

tool?
q Can I exploit multimodality to scaffold texts with visuals, graphic organisers, 

storyboards, realia, video clips or any other form of visualisation? How can I 
use web based technology to ease the learning load?

q Do I need to provide learning skills training? (How to approach texts. How to 
write a summary. How to conduct a debate. Notetaking skills, etc)

q How can I use identity texts?
q Have I made my assessment or quality criteria clear to the pupils? 
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Was soll die CLIL-Lehrerin über Sprachvermittlung
wissen? Conclusion

§ Be aware of thy subject register(s). You ARE a language provider.

§ Help students notice register features. You NEED to be a language 
supporter. 

§ Knowing about the language empowers.

§ Language learning takes time, expect variation

§ Utilise all language resources 
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Kein
Sprachenspezialist

aber ein
sprachenbewusster

Lehrender?



for your patience

Erwin.gierlinger@ph-ooe.at
http://clilingmesoftly.wordpress.com
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How? 
The 3 S

Support-
external

Salient	
choice Scaffolding
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CLIL methodology books:
§ Ball, P., Kelly, K., & Clegg, J. (2015). Putting CLIL into Practice. Oxford University 

Press. 
§ Bentley, K. (2010). The TKT Course CLIL Module. Cambridge English. 
§ Coyle, D., Hood, P., & Marsh, D. (2010). CLIL: Content and Language Integrated 

Learning. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 
§ Dale, L., & Tanner, R. (2012). CLIL Activities with CD-ROM: A Resource for Subject 

and Language Teachers. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 
§ Deller, S., & Price, C. (2007). Teaching Other Subjects Through English. Oxford: 

Oxford University Press. 
§ Grieveson, M., & Superfine, W. (2012). The CLIL Resource Pack: Photocopiable and 

Interactive Whiteboard Activities for Primary and Lower Secondary Teachers. Delta 
Publishing. 

§ Mehisto, P., Marsh, D., & Frigols, M. J. (2008). Uncovering CLIL: Content and language 
integrated learning in bilingual and multilingual education. Oxford: Macmillan. 

§ Román, S. N., & Núñez, J. J. T. (2015). Drama and CLIL: A new challenge for the 
teaching approaches in bilingual education. Peter Lang.
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Academic language: Written –
spoken mode (Biber and Conrad, 2009)

1. Linguistic	features	that	are	common in	informational	writing	
tend	to	be	rare in	the	spoken	registers

2. Spoken registers	are	surprisingly	similar to	one	another	in	their	
typical	linguistic	characteristics,	regardless	of	differences	in	
communicative	purpose,	interactiveness,	and	preplanning

3. Written registers	have	a	wide	range	of	linguistic	diversity.	Thus,	
there	is	a	genuine	difference	between	speech	and	writing

children	must	deliberately	
learn	to	read	and	write,	
and	not	all	children	

succeed	at	this	task,	Biber,	
2009
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